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Materials and Methods
Preparation of gold solution. A 5 mM solution of gold precursor was prepared by dissolving
NaAuCl4•2H2O powder (>99.9%) in deionized water, which both were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used without further purification.
Preparation of graphene liquid cell. The GLC is prepared by a direct grid-on-grid sandwich technique1.
Two-type graphene coated TEM girds are purchased from Ted Pella Inc. first type of grid is with two-layer
graphene film on a lacey carbon film and grids and the second type with two-to-five layer graphene on a
lacey carbon film (Figure S1).

•

Before using them for liquid cell fabrications, the graphene coated TEM grids are washed with deionized water three times, and then placed graphene side up on a filter paper to dry. The grids are placed
overnight on a pumping station before using them for cell preparation.

•

Two graphene-coated TEM grids are placed graphene side up on a glass slide (one from each type).

•

0.5 µL of gold-precursor solution is placed on top of the coated TEM grid with two to five graphene
layers. Here, tweezers is used to hold the edge of the TEM grid down while placing the droplet so that
the capillary forces do not pick up the TEM grid (figure S1a).
NOTE: The droplet should be as small as possible and better to place it close to the centre of the grid.

•

The second TEM grid coated with two graphene layers is placed carefully with graphene side down
on top of the droplet. Here, in order to keep the bottom grid stable a tweezers is used to hold its edge
without touching the droplet, while placing the second grid. One edge of the top grid is placed down
and then after, the rest of the grid is placed gradually in order to avoid the stuck of the tweezers
between the two grids. Then, finally, the second grid come to rest on top of the first grid with no liquid
being squeezed out.
NOTE: This is the trickiest part of liquid cell formation with many failures that can occur.
NOTE: If the liquid is seen on the glass slide, then the pockets probably did not seal properly.

•

The graphene-coated TEM grids are pressed against each other for 30 min (time to ensure the formation of the liquid cell pockets). The capillary force between liquid and graphene brings the top and
bottom graphene layers closer until the van der Waals (VdW) forces between the two layers dominate.
Once the graphene layers on opposite sides adhere, pockets of trapped liquid form between the two
grids. Thus forming a GLC featuring a variety of liquid nanoreactors in terms of size, thickness, and
amount of solution (Figure S1b).

•

The grids are loaded on top of a single tilt TEM holder then transferred to a pre-vacuum system for 2
h (Figure S1b).
NOTE: Not all the liquid will be encapsulated. Some of the deposited liquid will be evaporated, but
once the liquid is encapsulated, no additional liquid loss can occur.

•

The holder is loaded into the column of an FEI Titan Themis 80-300 STEM.
NOTE: The fabricated graphene liquid cell contains a small volume of liquid in separate pockets. If a
graphene liquid cell pocket burst, only a very small amount of liquid is released and thus would not
crash the microscope vacuum.

Liquid-phase STEM experiments. The in-situ observations by liquid-phase STEM were carried out using
an FEI Titan Themis 80-300 STEM with a probe Cs-corrector operated at 300 kV. ADF-STEM was routinely
used, which provides a contrast approximately proportional to Zn (with n = 1.6 – 1.8 and Z the atomic number), which is particularly useful for the study of heavy elements, such as Au, in a lighter matrix. Time series
were recorded with typical frame times of 0.5 - 2.0 frames/s and 200-500 frames/series. The time series
recorded in STEM were processed using ImageJ and DigitalMicrograph.

The discussions about the liquid pockets.
The presence of the aqueous solution inside the pockets during and after imaging is further confirmed by the
following observations:
(i) Bubbles formation: When the electron beam is focused on the liquid cells, the bubbles could be seen
around the Au nanocrystals (Figure S9a and Figure S9b). As described in previous studies of bubbles formation, which is a very common phenomenon in liquid cell experiments2-4.
(ii) Nanoparticle motion: The nanoparticle motion in the membrane of the liquid pockets (Graphene layer) is
different from that in solution. Au nanoparticles on graphene layer always move via slow translation and
rotation5, whereas nanoparticles in solution can translate and rotate freely. Figure S9c shows the existence of
two type of particles the first are stable (stacked to the graphene membrane) and a second type in movement
inside the liquid pockets (white arrows).
(iii) Irradiation effect: We have tried to irradiate different zones from our sample where graphene layers
supposed to be existing and the contrast is more or less the same as the contrast of the pockets with the same
electron dose (298 electrons/Å2s) where no obvious growth have been observed, which confirm the existence
of the precursor solution in the formed pockets (more details in Figure 10) . Although previous works showed
the growth of Pd nanoparticles and nanocrystallization via cluster-clouds using a silicon nitride based liquid
cell, where the thickness of liquid confirmed to be more than 100 nm 6. Overall, these evidences well indicate
that all the results in our experiments are obtained in liquid environments.

Supplementary figures

Figure S1. Step-by-step graphene liquid cell preparation using a direct grid-on-grid method. a Top: a droplet of
gold solution is placed on a graphene-coated holey carbon TEM grid, Bottom: schematic representation of the

droplet placed between two opposing graphene-coated grids. Removal of excess liquid eventually brings the two
graphene layers in contact, thus forming sealed solution capsules between the two TEM grids. Eventually, the
TEM grids were aligned on top of a single tilt TEM holder. b Top: both TEM grids aligned and loaded into a
standard single-tilt TEM holder Bottom: shematic representation of the aligned TEM grids sandwiching liquid
pockets by applying pressure. c Top: photograph of zoomed-in of the aligened two TEM grids encapsulating
liquid pockets. Bottom: zoomed-in schematic of the mesh of TEM grids with the formed liquid pockets. d Top:
representative low-magnification TEM image of the graphene liquid pockets formed by two graphene layers.
Bottom: schematic representation of zoomed-in liquid pockets with gold nanoparticles in the encapsulated liquid.

Figure S2. In-situ follow-up of the growth of gold nanoparticles under low-dose irradiation. a 1024x1024 pixels
ADF-STEM images. The electron dose rate was 298 electrons/Å 2s. b and c show the evolution of two arbitrary
selected, neighboring nanoparticles leading to two different shapes at the end of the series, revealing the diversity
of the grown nanoparticles. The irradiation time on the analyzed area is indicated in the top left corner of each
image. d Surface area as function of time for three arbitrarily selected particles, showing the linear growth of the
particles as function of time and the continuation of growth for 400. Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S3. Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM observations of the out-and-in relaxation processes of an Au nanocrystal. a Out-process, the inset FFT pattern shows the starting polycrystallinity of the particle, which releases matter
in the cluster-cloud as nanoclusters (highlighted with white arrows). Then, these nanoclusters dissolve to form
ultra-small clusters smaller than 1 nm (highlighted with red-black arrows). b In-process, showing the adsorption
of the ultra-small clusters from the amorphous cluster-cloud (FFT pattern in inset), eventually forming a monocrystalline particle, confirmed by the corresponding FFT. Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S4: a Representative low-magnification TEM image of a graphene liquid pocket. b Two overview ADFSTEM images of Au nanocrystals surrounded by cluster-cloud acquired from the thin-liquid-layer in the edge of
the pocket. c Two overview ADF-STEM images of Au nanocrystals surrounded by cluster-cloud (white arrows)
acquired from the thick-liquid-layer in the center of the pocket. Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S5: a and b Time lapse HR-ADF-STEM imaging of Two typical Au nanocrystals occurring out-and-in
relaxation with the blank electron beam during crystallization process. Electron dose 170 and 90 electrons/Å2s
for a and b successively. Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S6: High-resolution ADF-STEM images of three typical crystals corresponding to three different solvent
concentration (2.5 mM, 5 mM and 20 mM). All of them showing the existence of cluster-cloud. Images are shown
in false colour.

Figure S7: High-resolution ADF-STEM images documenting the formation of stable nanoclusters in the clustercloud. In the bottom, the zoom in of two representative ultra-small clusters indicated with white arrows, which
grow with time to end up with a size of around 1 nm. Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S8: High-resolution ADF-STEM images documenting the in-relaxation process of a Au nanocrystal via
cluster coalescence. Four nanoclusters in the cluster-cloud start coalescing at the beginning (104 s). At 112 s, a
bridge is created to the core crystal (white arrow), allowing the coalescence of the nanoclusters with the corecrystal. At 136 s, the nanoclusters are completely adsorbed by the core crystal. Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S9: a Representative low-magnification STEM image of the graphene liquid pockets showing the
formation of bubble in the liquid pocket (highlighted with dashed circles). Time lapse HR-ADF-STEM imaging
of (a) the formation of bubble around nanocrystals and (c) movement of free nanocrystals in the liquid (white
arrows) compared to the nanocrystals attached to the membrane (black arrows). Images are shown in false colour.

Figure S10: a Representative low-magnification TEM image of the graphene liquid pockets. b Series of HR-ADFSTEM images showing that there is no growth on the region outside of the liquid pocket. c growth of Au nanocrystals inside the liquid pocket. Images are shown in false colour.

Captions for movies
Movie S1: In-situ ADF-STEM observation of gold nanoparticle growth in aqueous solution with electron dose
rate of 298 electrons/Å2s, as shown in figure S1 in supplementary section. The video plays at 10x normal speed,
scale bar 10 nm.
Movie S2: In-situ ADF-STEM observation of the condensation processes to form a Au nanocrystal in aqueous
solution with electron dose rate of 19072 electrons/Å2s, as shown in figure 2 in main text. The video plays at 5x
normal speed, scale bar 1 nm.
Movie S3: In-situ ADF-STEM observation of the relaxation processes of a Au nanocrystal in aqueous solution
with electron dose rate of 19072 electrons/Å2s, as shown in figure 3 in main text. The video plays at 5x normal
speed, scale bar 2 nm.
Movie S4: In-situ ADF-STEM observation of the in-processes via coalescence of clusters in the cluster-cloud
with core-crystal, with electron dose rate of 19072 electrons/Å2s, as shown in figure 5b in main text. The video
plays at 5x normal speed, scale bar 2 nm.
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